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Abstract
Purpose/Hypothesis: The purpose of this randomized controlled study was to determine if there was a significant 
difference between a six week traditional treatment program compared to an experimental treatment program 
consisting of core stabilization plank exercise routine in the closure of diastasis recti abdominis (DRA) and to 
determine the relationship between DRA measurements, pain, Oswestry Disability Index (ODI), and Pelvic Floor 
Disability Index scores (PFDI). 
Study design: Subjects were recruited in the local community utilizing a purposive sampling technique that 
considered women (postpartum 3 months to 3 years) between the ages of 18-45. Nine subjects volunteered to be in the 
study, signed an informed consent, and were randomly selected to be in either in a traditional or experimental group. 
Each participant completed both pre and post test diagnostic ultrasound and caliper measurements for DRA, health 
questionnaire, PFDI, and ODI scores. 
Materials and methods: A pilot study (n=5) was performed prior to the full study and indicated significant and 
strong inter-rater and intra-rater reliability for the diagnostic ultrasound DRA measurement at (r=0.945-0.989, 
p<0.0005). All participants were measured prior to being randomly placed into either the traditional or experimental 
group. Co-researchers who were in charge of DRA measurement were blinded from the group designation. The 
traditionalgroup received a supine strengthening program and the experimental group received a dynamic core 
stabilization program including the addition of plank exercise to approximate the DRA. 
Results: Overall, in both groups there was a measured, significant decline in the DRA measurement at the 
umbilicus (F=7.28, p=0.036), but the traditional group showed a slightly greater decline from pre to posttest 
(M(pre)=10.97+/-1.96; M(post)=6.63+/-1.65) compared to the experimental group (M(pre)=8.75+/-0.87) 
(M(post)=7.58+/-2.01). Disability scores also revealed a significant decline with respect to the ODI for both the 
traditional group (Z=-1.95, p=0.50) (M(pre)=5.50+/-5.51) (M(post)=3.50+/-3.00) and the experimental group 
(M(pre)=14.40+/-15.39) (M(post)=4.40+/-3.58). A significant difference was not found within groups, from pre 
to post-test, for the overall PFDI scores and its components (UDI and POPDI). However, a significant difference 
was found, within group, with respect to CRADI scores (Z=-2.032, p=0.042). In addition, a significant difference 
was not found between women who reported participation in pre-natal exercises compared with those who did not 
participate in pre-natal exercises with respect to baseline DRA measurements (above umbilicus: Z=-0.980, p=0.327), 
(at umbilicus: Z=-0.735, p=0.462), and (below umbilicus: Z=-0.980, p=0.327). Finally, a negative but non-significant 
correlation was found between PFDI scores and DRA closure measurements (r=0.605, r2=0.366, p=0.084).
Conclusions: Both the traditional and experimental group showed significant reduction in DRA measurement from 
pre to posttest, with the traditional program exhibiting a slightly greater decline from pre to post DRA measurement 
than the experimental group. These findings suggest that either strengthening program, traditional or experimental, 
could be effective at reducing DRA measurement in postpartum women. However, this study was limited by a small 
sample size and would benefit from future research focused on specific exercise prescription progression. 
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Introduction
Diastasis rectus abdominis (DRA) is a common health problem 
in both pregnant and postpartum populations. Benjamin, Van 
de Water, and Peiris (2014) found in their systematic research 
that almost all pregnant women experienced DRA during 
the third trimester and nearly half of women experience 
it immediately after the child is born because of the stress 
of child delivery [1]. The primary muscle effected by these 
changes during pregnancy is the rectus abdominis, which 
is connected to the lineaalba. The two muscle bellies of the 
rectus abdominis begin to stretch and lengthen due to the 
growing fetus. This ongoing process that occurs throughout 
the pregnancy can result in a separation of the muscles and, 
potentially, protrusion of the umbilicus (Mota, Pascoal, San-
cho, and Bo, 2012) [2]. This process continues throughout 
the duration of a woman’s pregnancy. Due to the stretching 
of the lineaalba, the two rectus abdominis muscles separate, 
resulting in DRA. Beer et al., (2009) found, in a study of 150 
nulliparous women, that the normal measurements for the 
linea alba are as follows: “The mean width was 7+/-5 mm at 
the xiphoid and 13+/-7 mm above and 8+/-6 mm below the 
umbilicus” [3]. If the lineaalba measurement exceeds these 
numbers, then a diagnosis of DRA could result.

Once the birthing process is complete, the mother’s body 
will start to readapt and attempt to return to its original state. 
If the lineaalba does not regain its elastic fibers, numerous 
health problems can occur as a result. One of the major health 
complications of DRA is low back pain. Around four out of ten 
women report persistent LBPP [low back pelvic pain] half a 
year after delivery” (Parker, Dugan, & Millar, 2009) [4]. Current 
studies have shown that DRA presence may contribute to the 
occurrence and persistence of low back pain in postpartum 
women. It has been determined that women with a presence 
of DRA are predisposed to having a higher degree of pain in 
the abdominal and pelvic region postpartum (Parker, Dugan, 
& Millar, 2009) [4].

One way to reduce the presence of DRA is through means of 
physical activity during pregnancy. A recent study concluded 
that if pregnant women participate in a strengthening exercise 
program focused on transverse abdominis contraction with 
upper and lower limb movement throughout the duration 
of their nine month term, the presence of DRA is significantly 
lower than that of women who do not exercise while preg-
nant (Chiarello, Falzone, McCaslin, Patel, and Ulery, 2005) [6]. 
Yet, a study conducted by Mogren (2008) found that half the 
women who participated in the study failed to participate in 
physical exercise on a regular basis until two and half months 
after delivery [5].

To the authors’ knowledge, there is no evidence specifically 
explaining the mechanism of how abdominal exercises can 
reduce DRA, but this continues to be the norm. Isometric 
contraction when performing a supine abdominal crunch has 
been shown to reduce DRA as shown in a preliminary case-
control study, which compared postpartum to nulliparous 

women. The researchers found that DRA was much greater in 
the postpartum women than the nulliparous women; however, 
the distance was reduced in both groups when an isometric 
contraction was performed as compared to at rest (Pascoal, 
Dionisio, Cordeiro, &Mota, 2014) [7]. Other interventions such 
as abdominal bracing have been utilized to help reduce DRA 
in postpartum women. The use of the abdominal brace helps 
provide support to overstretched muscles and ligaments as 
well as support for the low back region. A study conducted 
by El-Mekawy, Eldeeb, El-Lythy, and El-Begawy (2013), divided 
the participants into two groups: one group utilized only an 
abdominal brace while the other participated in an abdomi-
nal strengthening program without the use of the brace [8]. 
The following exercises were used to help reduce DRA: static 
abdominal contraction, posterior pelvic tilt, reverse sit up, 
trunk twist, and reverse trunk twist; however, there was no 
significant differences between the two groups. The use of 
an abdominal brace proved to reduce DRA as effectively as 
the abdominal strengthening program in that study.

A woman’s DRA should be expected to reduce in size, in 
the acute postpartum period. There is not enough evidence 
to determine how DRA is able to reduce spontaneously after 
delivery. The authors’ assume that DRA may reduce because of 
relief of stretch on the anterior abdominal wall in the postpar-
tum period, as well as hormonal influences. Throughout the 
postpartum period, the resolution of DRA has been shown to 
progress at different rates and in different patterns. External 
factors may complicate the natural resolution, causing an 
increased risk of DRA. Examples of external factors would 
be an increase in physical demands, valsalva maneuver, 
muscle fatigue, and fetal position (Hsia and Jones, 2000) [9]. 
According to Gilleard and Brown (1996), one’s DRA at eight 
weeks postpartum has the potential to be a level similar to 
22 weeks gestation [10].

The purpose of this study was to determine if a six week-
experimental plank exercise program, as compared to a 
traditional supine exercise program prescribed by a licensed 
physical therapist was effective in the closure of DRA and to 
determine the relationship between DRA closure in the post-
partum period, low back pain, and health-related quality of life.

Methods 
Subjects
This study utilized a purposive sampling of nine postpartum 
women, ages 18 to 45, recruited from approved local facilities 
within the region via a flyer displayed to the general public at 
the front of their facility. These subjects were then randomly 
placed into either the traditional treatment or experimental 
treatment group, both requiring pre and post test measure-
ments. Eligibility criteria included: three months to three years 
postpartum with the presence of diastasis rectus abdominis. Ex-
clusion criteria included: subjects with any heart condition, res-
piratory condition, including excessive coughing or sneezing, 
any pelvic or abdominal surgery (except for a Cesarean section), 
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any neurologic disease, trauma to bowel or bladder, prior 
history of physical therapy treatment for pelvic floor issues, 
and depression.

Research has shown that postpartum women are more likely 
to have low back and pelvic pain than nulliparous women. The 
researchers in this study did not use this as a qualification for 
admission to participate, but it was monitored throughout 
treatment. Researchers hypothesized that subjects would 
have low back or pelvic pain due to decreased abdominal 
stability from the presence of DRA causing more stress to be 
put on the low back region. Each subject, who volunteered to 
take part in the study and signed the informed consent, was 
screened via a health questionnaire, and if they qualified, they 
were randomly assigned to one of the two treatment groups. 

Instrumentation
Ultrasound imaging machine
A Diagnostic Ultrasound Imaging (USI) unit was utilized to 
measure the DRA. According to Mota, Pascoal, Sancho, and 
Bo (2012) [2] good reliability was reported in measuring DRA 
at rest with the use of USI (ICC values: 0.74-0.90). The specific 
reliability measurements were reported at: “strong at 2 cm 
above the umbilicus (ICC of 0.87 (95% CI: 0.73, 0.94) and “good 
to strong” at 2 cm below (ICC of 0.78 (95% CI: 0.56, 0.90) at 
rest” [2]. Also, according to Mendes et al., USI was shown to 
be a valid tool to use in measuring DRA at and above the 
umbilicus level. The following is a list of significance related 
values obtained in the following order: “6 cm above (p=0.1292), 
3 cm above (p=0.4562), and at umbilicus (p=0.3015)” [11].

Digital nylon calipers 
In addition, the researchers used digital nylon calipers as a 
measurement tool because they have also been shown to be 
reliable and valid, as well as a more accessible tool. Barbosa, 
Moreira de Sa, and Coca Velarde’s (2013) comparison of the 
reliability of digital nylon calipers when compared to USI re-
vealed an “agreement between the means of measurements 
at all levels” [12]. It demonstrated a moderate correlation 
(r=0.5) in the first levels (3, 6, and 9 cm) [12]. To evaluate the 
concurrent validity of digital nylon calipers in comparison 
to USI, Chiarello and McAuley’s study (2013) showed that 
“above the umbilicus, there was no statistically significant 
difference (p>0.05 and ICC of 0.79) between the two tools 
at rest” [13]. However, measurements taken via the caliper 
below the umbilicus were not comparable (significantly larger 
(p<0.0001) to USI) [13].
 
Oswestry disability index
Smeets et al., (2010) determined the ODI demonstrated “good 
to strong internal consistency (Cronbach’s α=0.71-0.87) and 
test-retest reliability (intraclass correlation coefficient 0.84, 
95% confidence interval 0.73-0.91)” [14]. It is suggested that 
“a 30% score improvement” (Smeets et al., 2011) [14] or a 
“change of at least 10.5 points” (Davidson and Keating 2002) 

[15] should be seen to be “90% confident that real change 
has occurred” [15]. Since the ODI had demonstrated both 
reliability and validity in previous studies the researchers 
believed the ODI was an effective measurement tool for the 
purpose of this study.

Pelvic floor distress index
Geller et al., (2007) determined there was not a significant 
difference between telephone administration and the written 
administration (p=0.36) [17]. The mean telephone score was 
9.0±19.3 while the mean written score was 9.8±17.7 which 
showed a high correlation (r=0.96) between the scores of the 
two different administration modes [17]. A high correlation 
was found “within the 3 subscales of each questionnaire, 
95% confidence intervals of the difference in scores between 
written and telephone versions were also calculated” (Gel-
ler et al., 2007) [17]. The subscales of the PFDI consist of (1) 
the Urinary Distress Inventory (UDI), the (2) Colorectal -Anal 
Distress Inventory (CRADI), and the (3) Pelvic Organ Prolapse 
Distress Inventory (POPDI). Barber, Walters, and Bump (2005) 
found that the long-scale of the PFDI correlates with its 
short-scales, including the UDI (r=0.86), CRADI (r=0.93), and 
POPDI (r=0.92) [18]. The PFDI and its subscales were used in 
the study to obtain measurements of pelvic floor issues such 
as urinary incontinence. 

Procedures
This research study received approval in December 2014 from 
Andrews University IRB and permission for the use of the 
physical therapy facility was also obtained from the physical 
therapy program prior to the start of the research study process.

Phase I
Two of the co-researchers, in collaboration with the primary 
investigator,conducted a pilot study to assess the intra-tester 
and inter-tester reliability for diagnostic ultrasound and caliper. 
Concurrent criterion validity was also checked at this time. 
The co-researchers were also designated to measure DRA 
during the actual study. The procedure for this pilot study 
closely resembled the actual measurement procedure that 
was followed in the actual study. It consisted of recruitment 
of five female subjects who were instructed to lay at rest in 
a supine position and then perform a small crunch a total 
of 18 times. Each subject was measured for DRA using both 
the USI and caliper measuring tools, three measurements, by 
each of the researchers at three locations: 4.5 cm above and 
below the umbilicus, as well as, at the level of the umbilicus. 
The data were collected by a third and fourth researcher to 
provide a mechanism for reduction of bias in the data col-
lection process.

Phase II
After completing the consent form, each subject completed 
the ODI and PFDI questionnaires. Participants were randomly 
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divided into two groups, the traditional exercise group ver-
sus the experimental exercise group. Subjects were divided 
randomly into either the traditional or experimental treat-
ment group. Initial measurements of each subject’s DRA 
were taken at rest and with contraction for both the caliper 
and diagnostic ultrasound. Measurement locations were the 
same as in the pilot study. The remaining two researchers had 
access to each subject’s contact information and followed 
up by calling them every two weeks for a total of six weeks. 
The two researchers who called subjects were blinded to 
the participant’s DRA measurements. Furthermore, the two 
researchers, who conducted measurements, were blinded to 
exercise group assignment of each subject.

After initial measurements were taken and recorded, two 
researchers instructed the subjects on their respective home 
exercise program. The traditional treatment group completed 
the following exercises with the use of abdominal bracing: 
abdominal crunch, posterior pelvic tilt, kegels, and Russian 
twist. The experimental treatment group completed the fol-
lowing exercises with the use of abdominal bracing: plank, 
posterior pelvic tilt, kegels, and Russian twist. Abdominal 
bracing for this research study was defined as using a large 
towel or sheet secured around the abdominal section for each 
patient. The rationale for the abdominal bracing was to help 
increase the closure rate of the DRA.

The supine abdominal crunch has been the standard 
treatment for DRA reduction. Numerous studies define an 
abdominal crunch as lifting one’s head and shoulders off 
the table [6,8,19]. A posterior pelvic tilt can be performed 
in a supine or standing position. For this study, the subjects 
were instructed to complete a posterior pelvic tilt in a supine 
position. A posterior pelvic tilt has been defined as rolling the 
pelvic bones simultaneously upward and backward [6,8,19]. A 
kegel, a standard women’s health exercise, has been defined 
as contracting and relaxing the pelvic floor muscles [6,8,19]. 

A Russian twist movement has been defined as contract-
ing the abdominal muscles, with the body in an abdominal 
crunch position, while simultaneously performing a twisting 
trunk motion [8]. Lastly, a plank abdominal exercise has been 
defined as an abdominal exercise that works both the upper 
and lower body while also strengthening the postural mus-
cles as well. To complete this exercise, one must maintain a 
prone position while stabilizing themselves on their forearms 
and feet or knees [19]. To the authors’ knowledge, no known 
evidence has specifically explained the rationale as to why 
the plank exercise has not been used for DRA reduction. The 
authors infer that plank exercises may not be prescribed for 
DRA closure due to their complexity and increased overall 
body strength to complete with proper form and technique.

Three sets of ten repetitions were done for each exercise, 
except for the plank which was held for 10 seconds for each 
repetition. Each subject was given an exercise booklet with 
instructions and pictures of each exercise as well as a log sheet 
to record their exercises. As the weeks progressed, subjects 

were encouraged to increase their repetitions to their personal 
fatigue level. Researchers defined fatigue level as the mo-
ment the subject began to compensate proper form for the 
respective exercise, which was demonstrated and critiqued 
at the initial instruction session. The subjects were instructed 
to complete their respective programs three times a week for 
a total of six weeks. Researchers contacted each subject via 
telephone on the second, fourth, and sixth week to reassess 
how each was completing their home exercise program. 
Researchers encouraged compliance by emphasizing proper 
form and answering questions from the subjects.

On the sixth week, subjects were instructed to return for 
final measurements and questionnaire completion for post-
test data collection for comparison. Post measurements of 
participant’s DRA were taken by the same two researchers, in 
the same locations. The same two measurement tools were 
utilized for post-test measurement of DRA. 

Data analysis 
All data were compiled into SPSS version 22.0, cross checked 
for accuracy by two co-researchers and analyzed and inter-
preted by the Primary Investigator. For phase I study, an ICC 
test,percent agreement, and kappa statistic was used to 
analyze both inter-tester and intra-tester reliability. For phase 
II of the research study, a mixed design repeated measures 
ANOVA was used to analyze the differences from pretest to 
posttest in DRA measurements between each group over 
time, as well as to determine if there was a significant differ-
ence in ODI, PFDI, and pain scores after the completion of 
the six week exercise group. A Mann-Whitney U was used to 
investigate the difference in DRA closure between women 
who participated in pre-natal exercise classes versus those 
who did not. A multiple linear regression and non-parametric 
Spearman Rho were used to determine if age, multi-birth, 
and previous exercise level correlated with DRA diameter in 
postpartum women. To determine if there was a difference 
between groups according to DRA chronicity and closure, a 
Kruskal-Wallis was calculated and analyzed. 

Results
Prior to data collection, intra and inter-tester reliability was 
evaluated and revealed that both had high reliability for di-
agnostic ultrasound measurement at r=0.945-0.989, p<0.005. 
The research sample consisted of nine postpartum women 
who fit the eligibility requirements and voluntarily chose to 
participate in the study. However, only eight participated in 
both the pretest and posttest measurements. Demographics 
and baseline measurements are listed in Table 1 for both the 
traditional and experimental treatment groups.

The primary research question was to determine if there 
was a difference between the traditional exercise treatment 
and an experimental exercise treatment in DRA closure, pain, 
function, low back pain, and health-related quality of life. There 
was not a significant difference above the umbilicus (F=1.99, 
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p=0.208) and below the umbilicus (F=0.195, p=0.674) (Figure 1) 
by group for DRA closure; however, there was a significant 
difference after treatment at the level of the umbilicus (F=7.28, 
p=0.036), for both groups, with the traditional group show-
ing greater closure after treatment (M(pre)=10.97+/-1.96; 
M(post)=6.63+/-1.65) compared to the experimental group 
(M(pre)=8.75+/-0.87) (M(post)=7.58+/-2.01). There was not 
a significant difference between pre and post-test scores on 
the PFDI questionnaire by group (F=0.491 p=0.510); how-
ever, significance was seen (F=4.881, p=0.069) for the entire 
sample, with mean scores before treatment (Traditional 
Mean=21.88+/-25.77 and Experimental Mean=52.48+/-53.00). 
Individual sections of the PFDI, including the UDI, POPDI, and 
CRADI were also analyzed. A significant difference was not 
found for the UDI score (F=3.34, p=0.117), the POPDI score 
(F=0.017, p=0.092), and the CRADI scores (F=0.387, p=0.557) 
between groups. Furthermore, within group measurements 
did not show a significant difference between pre-test and 
post-test by function in terms of UDI scores (Z=-1.59, p=0.111) 
and POPDI scores (Z=-1.483, p=0.138). However, there was a 
significant difference for the CRADI scores (Z=-2.032, p=0.042) 
within both groups (Figure 2). A significant difference was 

Subject Group Age BMI Delivery 
Method

DRA at 
Umbilicus

ODI PFDI Participation 
in Pre-Natal 
Exercises

1 Experimental 32 27.1 Vaginal 7.27 mm 11 143.7 No
2 Experimental 37 29.8 Vaginal 8.75 mm 19 25 Yes
3 Experimental 30 26.7 Vaginal 9.14 mm 3 35.4 Yes
4 Traditional 33 19.4 Vaginal 8.89 mm 4 37.5 Yes
5 Traditional 31 27.4 Vaginal 10.05 mm 0 0 Yes
6 Experimental 35 40.2 Caesarean 9.52 mm 1 9.4 No
7 Experimental 31 28.8 Vaginal 9.07 mm 2 48.9 No
8 Traditional 29 23.3 Vaginal 11.51 mm 6 50 No
9 Traditional 38 31.3 Vaginal 13.43 mm 1 0 No

Table 1. Demographics and baseline measurements.

Figure 1. DRA Measurement Comparisons at Level of 
Umbilicus.  
Statistical Test: Mixed Design Repeated Measures ANOVA 
(F=7.28, p=-0.036). Asterisk is the Standard Deviation.

Figure 2. CRADI Score Comparisons.
Statistical Test: Mixed Design Repeated Measures ANOVA  
(Z=-2.032, p=0.042). Asterisk is Standard Deviation.

not found between pre to post-test for the variables, health 
related quality of life and pain scores via the ODI for the overall 
sample (F=2.64, p=0.155), between groups (F=0.362, p=0.569) 
and within individual treatment groups (F=0.886, p=0.383). 
The ODI scores for both the traditional (M(pre): 2.75+/-2.75)
(M(post): 2.33+/-1.15) and experimental (M(pre): 7.20+/-7.69) 
(M(post): 2.20+/-1.79) groups decreased from pre to post test 
significantly meaning there was not a significant difference 
between the groups. However, there was not a significant 
difference between the groups, although the experimental 
group showed greater improvement overall (Figure 3).

The first secondary question was to determine if there was 
a difference between DRA measurements in relation to the 
women who participated in pre-natal exercises. A significant 
difference was not found between any of the DRA measure-
ments at all three locations, with respect to those who par-
ticipated in pre-natal exercises and those who did not report 
participation prior to treatment (above umbilicus: Z=-0.980, 
p=0.327), (at umbilicus: Z=-0.735, p=0.462), and (below um-
bilicus: Z=-0.980, p=0.327). The secondary research question 
was to determine if scores from ODI and PFDI, parity, age, 
and participation in pre-natal exercises were able to predict 
baseline DRA measurements. No predictive relationship was 
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found with respect to ODI, PFDI, age, parity, previous levels 
of exercise and prediction of DRA measurements, (r=0.771, 
r2=0.594, p=0.582), indicating no significant prediction. There 
was also a non-significant correlation between PFDI scores 
and DRA measurements (r=0.605, r2=0.366, p=0.084). The 
third secondary question was to determine if there was a dif-
ference between chronicity and DRA closure. There was not 
a significant difference between chronicity and DRA closure 
(Chi-square=3.472, p=0.482). The average closure measure-
ment for the entire sample at the level of the umbilicus was 
2.48 millimeters and the average chronicity of the sample 
was 6 months to 1 year. 

Discussion 
DRA is a common health condition that occurs during preg-
nancy and postpartum periods, and if not corrected could 
produce a number of health complications including low back 
pain, reduced function, and quality of life. The purpose of this 
study was to determine if there was a significant difference 
between a six week experimental core stability plank exercise 
program compared to a traditional supine exercise program in 
the closure of DRA, and to determine the relationship between 
DRA measurements, pain, ODI, and PFDI scores. This research 
study found that following either exercise program for six 
weeks resulted in a significant difference at the level of the 
umbilicus by group for DRA closure. However, there was not 
a significant DRA closure above or below the umbilicus. This 
has been found to be significant because the “umbilicus is the 
most common site for DRA. Forty seven percent (47%) of the 
measurements at the umbilicus show a DRA” [4], according 
to a study conducted by Parker et al (2009).

Although this study did not find significant closure above 
or below the umbilicus, it does suggest that a core exercise 
program in addition to abdominal bracing during exercise, 
using either program, could be a successful option for DRA 

Figure 3. ODI Score Comparisons.
Statistical Test: Mixed Repeated Measures ANOVA; overall 
sample (F=2.64, p=0.155), between groups (F=0.362, p=0.569) 
and within individual treatment groups (F=0.886, p=0.383)
Asterisk is Standard Deviation.

treatment. In addition, other studies have found exercises 
to be useful in the closure of DRA. For instance, a case study 
conducted by Litos (2014) on the therapeutic effects of exercise 
on DRA closure found not only increased abdominal strength 
and endurance, but also a reduction of two centimeters in 
DRA following stabilization exercises and use of abdominal 
bracing [19]. Unlike this research study, the participant in 
Litos’s study presented with a severe DRA reaching, “a total 
length of more than 9 cm long” [19]. The same study was also 
conducted for four months, and it included a combination of 
patient education, core stabilization exercises consisting of 
pelvic floor muscle “holds,” supine marching, supine straight 
leg raise, bridges, posterior pelvic tilts, clamshells, modified 
planks, lunges, and crunches among other dynamic and hip 
strengthening exercises, along with the use of an abdominal 
belt throughout the day. Although this research study was 
only six weeks long, included a total of four exercises, and 
consisted of less severe cases of DRA, it too revealed positive 
outcomes and DRA closure following exercise programs using 
abdominal bracing. In addition, these exercise programs were 
more time efficient to administer, did not require abdominal 
bracing the entire day, and showed DRA closure in less severe 
cases, making it more feasible to complete, and appealing for 
clients and clinicians.

A significant difference was found, from pre-test to post-test 
measurement, in PFDI questionnaire, with respect to CRADI 
scores for both groups.However, the experimental group 
mean reported higher reduction in CRADI scores than the 
traditional group mean. However, there was not a significant 
difference for the entire sample or within group scores for 
the overall PFDI scores, UDI and POPDI. Participants in this 
study began with higher reported levels of distress in CRADI 
scores than any of the other sections. The significant drop 
in scores in CRADI but not in other scores may be attributed 
to the effects of both exercise groups on reducing the colo-
rectal-anal symptom (CRADI) scores. Future research should 
address this issue with a sample of subjects reporting higher 
baseline urinary and pelvic distress symptoms to further 
explore this finding.

Although there was not a significant difference for health 
related quality of life and pain changes, using the ODI, both 
groups demonstrated decreased scores, with the experimen-
tal showing greater decrease than the traditional group. The 
trend toward reduction in both scores may indicate that both 
the experimental and traditional group benefitted from the 
treatment, with both groups reporting higher mental health 
related quality of life and decreased pain, following treatment. 
This study’s experimental group initially presented with a mean 
ODI score of 7.20, while the control group had a low 2.75. Both 
groups were categorized as displaying minimal disability ac-
cording to the ODI. Further research using a greater sample 
size and a sample with reports of greater degree of disability 
may provide more illumination on the effects regarding health 
related quality of life and pain scores.
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Furthermore, this study did not find a difference in DRA 
measurements, at any of the three locations, for women who 
participated in pre-natal exercise classes compared to those 
that did not at all three levels. Yet, a study conducted by Chi-
arello et al., (2005) which included eight pregnant women 
who had participated in a six week prenatal class and ten 
women who did not report participation in exercise, found 
a significant difference between the effects of exercise and 
DRA in the pre-natal exercise group (p=0.0009), although it 
did not find a significant difference between the number of 
pregnancies each women had in relation to the presence of 
DRA (p=0.611) [6]. The prenatal exercise program in the same 
study consisted of posterior pelvic tilts, transverse abdominis 
contraction head lifts with kegels, military press, lateral raises, 
chest press, shoulder external rotation, bicep curls, scapular 
retraction, triceps extension, forward pull, overhead pull sit-
ting, bridges, hip flexion, abduction, and adduction all with 
exercise bands. It found that, post-partum DRA measure-
ments were up to 52.2% higher in the non exercise group 
with a “DRA of 59.5 mm at the umbilicus”, than the exercise 
group with a measurement of 11.4 mm [6]. Overall, it found 
that pregnant women who did not participate in the exercise 
program exhibited a statistically larger separation of the 
rectus abdominis regardless of the location of measurement 
and the number of previous pregnancies. The differences in 
our research and prior research results may be attributed to 
the prospective nature of Chiarello’s study compared to the 
retrospective baseline measurements of our study.

Non-significant correlations were found between the 
overall PFDI and DRA, ODI and DRA, and the DRA with respect 
to age, parity and previous exercise levels. However, trends 
toward decreases in pain and disability with respect to DRA 
closure were reported for our sample. Furthermore, DRA 
may complicate the pelvic floor by placing undue stress and 
emphasis on the role of support for the abdominal and pelvic 
cavity, causing acute symptoms of hypertonicity of the pelvic 
floor. This excessive stress may, in time, produce symptoms 
related to urinary and pelvic distress, but were missed in the 
small postpartum sample of this study. Finally, due to the 
lack of evidence in the literature on the effects of chronicity 
on DRA closure, the researchers sought to assess if there was 
a correlation between DRA diameter and chronicity of the 
postpartum period by comparing baseline measurements 
across the sample. No significant correlation was found be-
tween DRA and postpartum chronicity. 

Delimitations of this study
To create clear boundaries for this study, inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria were developed. The inclusion criteria helped 
the researchers identify individuals who could participate 
in the study, by clearly stating the condition necessary to 
participate, the appropriate timing of the pregnancies, and 
the age of individuals that could participate. The exclusion 
criteria aided the researchers in determining who should not 

participate in the study, by listing conditions that could be 
negatively affected by the exercises prescribed. Overall, the 
inclusion and exclusion criteria were important factors for 
the homogeneity of the research participants.

To increase internal validity of the study the researchers 
considered and carried out the following: Each subject was 
asked to complete a health questionnaire before data col-
lection. If the subject stated they participated in a pre-natal 
exercise class, this information was taken into account when 
processing the statistical analysis of the data.

The researchers attempted to reducesubject attrition by 
contacting each subject on the second, fourth, and sixth week 
to assess how the home exercise program was progressing 
and ask the subjects if they had any questions or comments 
about the exercises. The week before posttest measurements 
were taken, the researchers contacted each participant to 
encourage full participation of posttest measurements.

The researchers accounted for testing and instrumentation 
validity by completing measurements using the same caliper 
and diagnostic ultrasound machine for both pretest and 
posttest measurements. The machine was calibrated to the 
same settings, both measurements were taken in the same 
environment, and by the same researchers.

The external validity of this study was improved by adher-
ing to the outline as follows:

To decrease bias, two different researchers performed the 
DRA measurements with both the calipers and ultrasound 
without knowing what measurements the other person found. 
As an attempt to decrease measurement error a pilot study 
for inter-rater and intra-rater reliability for the use of calipers 
was completed, then compared to ultrasound measurements 
prior to the study to ensure the measurement tools were 
used appropriately. Prior to measurements, the US machine 
was checked for calibration, and calipers were zeroed out 
to reduce bias. The researchers found strong intra-rater and 
inter-rater reliability for the diagnostic ultrasound measure-
ments (r=0.945-0.989, p<0.0005). In an attempt to limit bias 
between researchers and subjects a specific script was read 
to every subject before the beginning of participation in the 
research study.

Finally, in order to limit bias that could occur from the 
environment, all measurements were taken at the same 
location, on the same type of surface for both pre and post-
measurements of DRA by the same co-researchers.
 
Clinical application 
The results of this study indicate that both strengthening 
programs produced significant closure from pre to post-test, 
with the traditional exercise group showing a slightly greater 
improvement in DRA closure over time. This information 
demonstrates that a physical therapist can design and uti-
lize either a traditional abdominal crunch exercise program 
or a plank-based exercise program. Both exercise programs 
were found to be effective for closure of DRA and reduced 
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colo-rectal-anal symptoms (CRADI) of pain and dysfunction 
when coupled with the stabilization belt during exercise. 
These exercises should be completed at home, three times 
a week, for a total of six weeks for postpartum women diag-
nosed with DRA. 

Limitations 
Limitations of this current study include comparing the experi-
mental group to a traditional treatment group rather than a true 
control group. Lack of previous research using plank exercises 
as a treatment option for DRA made appropriate dosage very 
difficult. The small sample size limited generalizability of this 
research. Other limitations include missing data for exercises 
logs, reports of inconsistent exercise by some subjects, the 
fact that most participants gave birth vaginally,variations in 
abdominal brace position, and relatively short exercise time. 
These limitations call for a more controlled exercise setting, 
and a stratified purposive random sampling of groups by birth 
mode and parity for future research in this area. 

Future research
Future research should include also use of a true control group 
to increase the comparison validity of the study, a larger sam-
ple size to increase generalizability of the study, and research 
by birth mode and parity to see if birth mode or parity has 
an effect on exercise results. Future research should identify 
specific exercise dosage of plank exercises for the treatment 
of DRA. Increasing the length of the study, giving a standard-
ized brace to each participant, and more supervised exercise 
sessions with objective recording of all exercises prescribed 
are suggested for future research.

Conclusion 
The purpose of this randomized controlled study was to 
determine if there was a significant difference between a six 
week experimental core stability plank program compared 
to traditional supine exercise program in the closure of DRA. 
Additionally, this study sought to determine the relationship 
between DRA measurements, pain, ODI, and PFDI scores. 
Overall, There was not a significant difference between 
groups with respect to DRA closure. However, in both the 
experimental group and traditional exercise group there was 
a significant decline in the DRA measurement at the umbili-
cus (F=7.28, p=0.036), with the traditional group showing a 
greater decline from pre to posttest (M(pre)=10.97+/-1.96; 
M(post)=6.63+/-1.65) compared to the experimental group 
(M(pre)=8.75+/-0.87) (M(post)=7.58+/-2.01). This study also 
showed a significant improvement in CRADI scores for both 
groups from pre-test to post-test, suggesting either exercise 
program to be valuable in treatment of women with colo-
rectal-anal symptoms in the postpartum period.
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